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We are committed to providing fire suppression, medical services, and other emergency and nonemergency activities to the residents of the City of Mayfield Heights. We accomplish this
mission through training, education, and dedication to the protection of our membership and the
community.
The Mayfield Heights Fire Department will set the standard of excellence by honoring tradition,
professionalism, and customer service; we will also create leaders through training, education,
and strong ethical values.

Service:
We protect and serve our entire community with a commitment to performance excellence.
Professionalism:
We are dedicated to serving at the highest level of excellence, in a manner showing commitment
and respect to our mission. A commitment to excellence, possessing a positive attitude, and having
pride in your work while conforming to a high standard of conduct.
Honor/Pride:
The enormous commitment necessary to perform the Department’s task requires excellence of
character. We inspire each other through pride in our department, which is a belief that every
action reflects on all the members of the department, both past and present.
We take pride in ourselves as individuals, our members as a team, our department as a family, and
our citizens as a community.
Integrity:
We are committed to honesty and ethical behavior and we will make decisions based on moral
standards regardless of personal belief or benefit. We will work hard every day to maintain the
highest professional standards and to earn public trust through our actions.
Family:
We are a fire department family. We are committed and accountable to each other because our
lives depend on it. We value each member in our organization. We respect those who came before
us and will strive to make the organization better for those who follow.
Courage:
Courage is the value that gives us the moral and mental strength to do what is right, even in the
face of personal or professional adversity.
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It is once again with great pride that I present you the activities and
accomplishments of the personnel who serve on the Mayfield Heights Fire
Department.
Your Fire Department does not stand alone. The continued support of the
Mayor, City Council, City Departments, residents and the business
community have all made our achievements possible.
As we move into 2020, we will continue to provide a high level of service to
the community in the most efficient manner, with the safety of our residents
and firefighters as our highest priorities. Truly, it is the members of the department who deserve
to be recognized for their outstanding contributions to our community.
Our department continues to accept the challenges presented by the economy, demands for service,
and ever-changing technology. We constantly evaluate and, when needed, make necessary changes
to our operational platform to ensure it provides efficient and effective services to the community.
Mayfield Heights Firefighters responded to 4322 incidents in 2019. Of those 4322 total incidents,
3465 were Emergency Medical Service (EMS) related, and 857 were fire related. These numbers
are important to us, the citizens of Mayfield Heights, as each number represents when someone
within our community experienced an unexpected, and many times unfortunate, event that led
them to call for assistance. We understand the loss and pain that is often associated with an incident
that requires our service and it is my hope that we have provided not just the professional response
necessary to mitigate these emergencies, but also the appropriate compassion to support the
individuals and families involved in these situations.
Beyond answering emergency calls, we prepare ourselves for the challenges we face through a
comprehensive training program that meets or exceeds national standards established for both fire
and EMS service. Countless hours are also spent in fire prevention and code enforcement
inspections, as well as public fire safety education activities.
With the ongoing support of the community, we will continue to make efforts to improve so that
your fire department will be among the best in Northeast Ohio. We are committed to making
Mayfield Heights one of the safest communities in Ohio.
Respectfully submitted,

Bruce Elliott
Chief of Fire
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Origin:
The origin of the Mayfield Heights Fire Department can be traced
back to 1927 when Village Marshal Nick Wright captured a
bootlegger who was transporting moonshine in a 1920 Studebaker
truck. Marshal Wright confiscated the truck, and had it converted
into the village's 1st fire truck. This truck carried a 30-gallon
soda/acid tank which was used for fire suppression in those early
years. Also, on board were ladders, portable fire extinguishers,
axes, several hundred feet of 2 fire hose, and some hand tools.
Fire Chief & Staff:
Marshal Wright, who also served as Fire Chief, had at his disposal a group of volunteer firefighters, some
of whom also served as police officers. It was during this period that the village began installing
underground water mains and fire hydrants along main routes and thoroughfares.
Fire Protection:
Fire protection remained relatively unchanged during the late 1920s and 1930s. Marshal/Chief Wright
served through 1933 when Bert Johnson defeated him in an election.
In 1941 the Department purchased its 1st real fire truck, a Chevrolet that was equipped with a 300-gallon
water tank, a 500 gallon-per-minute pump, and 600 feet of fire hose. Although the firefighters put out an
occasional house fire, most of the fires fought at this time were field fires.
In 1946 Marshal/Chief Johnson resigned, and his assistant, Deputy Marshal Clarence Jack Smith became
the new Police and Fire Chief.
Post-War Fire Department:
The post-war era saw a building and population boom. During this time, the Fire Department purchased a
new American LeFrance Quad fire truck. It was housed in their brand-new fire station. The station had a
dormitory, 2 offices, a kitchen, and a bay area that housed 5 pieces of apparatus. Prior to this, the Fire
Department called an old garage behind the village hall, home. After the Fire Department vacated their old
station, the Service Department used it as a storage bin for road salt.
In 1952, Bernard Pirk became the City's 1st full-time Fire Chief. Being appointed Chief seemed to be a
natural progression for Pirk, for he had been a volunteer firefighter since 1935. Along with Chief Pirk, the
city also appointed James Kearns as another full-time firefighter. Prior to these appointments, Chief Pirk
and Kearns had been part of the firefighting force that protected the village along with police officers Roger
Ludwig, Harry Lorenz, and Grant Scott.
Mayor Ritter hired Glenn Munthe and Alan Moir in 1953 and Howard Fibich in 1954. In addition to the 5
full-timers, the Department continued to maintain a sizable volunteer force comprised of residents of the
city. These volunteers were on call in the event of a major fire or emergency and would respond to the
sound of a civil defense siren that was mounted to the City Hall in 1938. The number of times the siren
sounded determined the location of the fire. For example, 2 siren blasts would alert the off-duty firefighters
to respond to the Iroquois/Eastwood area, and 5 blasts for the Woodrow/Parker/Ridgeview area. 6 siren
blasts would send personnel to Mayfield Village or Willoughby Hills. Finally, a single blast meant that
police assistance was needed.
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Full-Time Employees:
With the 1953 hiring came a new era in the Department. At least 1 full-time firefighter was on duty 24hours a day, 7 days a week. During the building and population boom of the 1950s and 1960s, the water
main pressure dropped to near zero in the summer months. The firefighters chipped in and purchased a
surplus army tanker with their own money, and after refurbishing it, the Fire Department had a valuable
addition to their firefighting fleet which served an important role in fire suppression. This 1,300-gallon
tanker would supplement the depleted water supply during the low-pressure periods, but this tanker was
only able to carry water to the fire scene and relied on other fire vehicles to pump the water.
New Equipment:
In 1960, the Fire Department traded its 1941 Chevrolet fire truck for a 750 gallon-per-minute pump, which
was mounted to the tanker, making it an invaluable piece of firefighting apparatus. More men were hired,
and the city now had 8 full-time firefighters. A new American LaFrance pumper was purchased. Along
with the 2 fire engines, the Fire Department maintained a small fleet of support vehicles that would bring
them into the 1970s.
Because of new construction such as Hillcrest Hospital and
Gates Mills Towers, the city purchased a Pierce Snorkel
truck in 1970. With its 85-foot articulating boom and pump
capabilities, the Snorkel was a welcomed addition to fight
fires in high-rise apartments and strip shopping centers.
This truck was refurbished in 1985 and finally replaced in
2001.
A marked increase in emergency medical calls caused the
Department to direct its efforts into starting an Emergency
Medical Service. Glenn Munthe, who was promoted to
Chief in 1971, saw the need for men to be trained in more
than basic first aid. In 1973, Firefighters Edward Six, Jack
Richards, and Pat Tripepi became the City's 1st Emergency Medical Technicians, and most of the remaining
firefighters soon became EMT's.
A tremendous amount of business growth meant these highly occupied buildings needed to be safe. In 1976,
the Fire Prevention Bureau was established with Howard Fibich appointed as the City's 1st Fire Marshal.
He and his team of fire inspectors checked each business once a year to ensure that they were fire safe.
They also enforced the fire codes for new and existing construction.
With all of this growth, the need for effective Fire Department communication was a priority. The
installation of mobile radios in each vehicle, and the use of hand-held radios at emergency scenes gave the
Department the communication system it needed. The Fire Department periodically changes its equipment
and frequencies to keep up with the technology in this ever-changing field.
Changes in Chief / Marshal:
Two tragic losses occurred in the early 1970s. Chief Bernard Pirk suffered a fatal heart attack while
responding to an alarm at Hillcrest Hospital. Captain Alan Moir died of a heart attack while fighting a house
fire.
In 1980 Wayne Jacobson was promoted to Chief, and the Department now had 24 full-time firefighters. In
1982, Firefighters Anthony Marano, Daniel Patty, and Michael Forte became the City's first paramedics.
This allowed rescue squad personnel to administer the advanced life support needed that has saved many
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lives. In 1995, 22 paramedics worked under the medical control of Meridia Hillcrest Hospital, and they
continue to be among the busiest and most experienced in the Hillcrest Area.

In 1985, Lieutenant Donald Pleshinger was appointed Fire Marshal and became the Department's first
Executive Captain. He took over the responsibilities of the Fire Prevention Bureau.
The Fire Station, built in 1950, was expanded in 1986 giving the men triple the space. That station housed
2 pumpers, a Snorkel aerial apparatus, 2 rescue squads and 2 utility vehicles. After the station’s completion,
Chief Jacobson retired. In 1987, Captain Michael J. Forte was promoted to Chief.
On September 4, 1988 tragedy struck again. Lieutenant Aloysius Mismas died of cancer. A 13-year veteran
of the Department, he had been in charge of EMS.
Since the late 1980s, Chief Forte has kept the Department moving forward. He has overseen several major
purchases, including new pumpers in 1989 and 2004, an aerial ladder, and new rescue squads. His high
regard for the role of EMS in the Fire Service is one reason the Mayfield Heights Fire Department remains
successful.
November 28, 1994 was another sad day in the history of the Department. Firefighter Dale Nelboeck, a 13year veteran, was responding to an early morning emergency when he collapsed and died.
In 1995, Captain Salvatore Grano was promoted to Executive Captain/Fire Marshal and took over the duties
of the Fire Prevention Bureau.
On September 11, 2011 Chief Forte worked his last day on the fire department, his 24 years makes him the
longest serving Fire Chief in Mayfield Heights. Captain Bruce Elliott was promoted to Fire Chief and
continues to keep the department moving forward, by implementing a comprehensive smoke detector
program, a residential lock box program, community CPR classes, and many public education programs.
On December 20, 2013, Executive Captain/Fire Marshall Salvatore Grano retired. Lieutenant Michael
Braccia was promoted and given the title of Assistant Chief on January 6, 2014. Assistant Chief Braccia
assists with departments operations and oversees the Fire Prevention Bureau.
From the use of the bootlegger's truck in 1927 to the state-of-the-art equipment used today, through the
different personalities and events that helped shape it, the Mayfield Heights Fire Department has truly
evolved into a modern suburban Fire Department.
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o RESIDENTIAL LOCK BOX PROGRAM: This safe-like box assists
firefighters/paramedics with quick and easy access into a structure, reducing
entry time and the risk of potential damage.
THIS PROGRAM CONTINUES TO BE SUCCESSFUL. Fire Crews installed 35
lock boxes to residential homes and condominiums in 2019.
o SMOKE DETECTOR PROGRAM:
This program provides Mayfield Heights single family
homeowners with photoelectric smoke detectors, including installation, free of charge.
Funding for this program is made possible through federal grants and donations.
IN 2019, FIRE CREWS INSTALLED 96 DETECTORS AND 147 BATTERY REPLACEMENTS.
o Community CPR Program: Our Department offers monthly
CPR classes to the general public as well as to our business
community. In 2019, we offered 17 classes, 152 students.
o EXPLORER POST PROGRAM: Mayfield Heights joined forces with
the Lyndhurst and South Euclid Fire Departments to establish a “Fire Explorer Post”. This
post is comprised of young men and women, ages 14-20, who have an interest
in the fire service. After training requirements are met, the Explorers are able
to participate in ride-along time with the departments, assist on fire scenes,
etc.
ENROLLMENT AND INTEREST HAVE INCREASED SINCE MAYFIELD HEIGHTS
JOINED THIS POST. Our Fire Explorer Post continues to be active and assisted
with the parade and Mayfield Heights’ Community Unity Days activities.
o USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA: The Fire Department regularly uses social media (Facebook and
Twitter) to convey important information and “safety tips” to anyone following our pages.
The number of people following the Fire Department page has increased drasticly since last
year. It is obvious that people use social media to obtain information quickly. We continue
to use this medium to convey important and general safety information to the people
following us.
o FACEBOOK:
o TWITTER:
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FACEBOOK.COM/MAYFIELDHTSFIRE

@MAYFIELDHTSFIRE

Fire Chief
Bruce Elliott
Assistant Fire Chief
Michael Braccia

Executive Admin Assistant
Laura Baumgardner

Fire Safety Inspector
Terry Simonian

B-Shift Platoon

C-Shift Platoon

Captain
Palumbo

Captain
Goodwin

Captain
Linsky

Lieutenant
Lanhan

Lieutenant
Martinitis

Lieutenant
Mandich

Firefighter
Bellian

Firefighter
Kraus

Lieutenant
Gvora

Firefighter
Zdanowicz

Firefighter
Paros

Firefighter
Shrewsbury

Firefighter
Cudo

Firefighter
Smith

Firefighter
Madan

Firefighter
Costantino

Firefighter
Hornyak

Firefighter
Lanzara

Firefighter
Bobinski

Firefighter
Puin

Firefighter
Primiano

Firefighter
Gvora

Firefighter
Bambrick

Firefighter
Broyles

Firefighter
Sayavongsa

Firefighter
Faron

Firefighter
Brockway

Firefighter
Leovic

Firefighter
Downing

Firefighter
Zimmerman

Firefighter
Powers

Firefighter
Brettrager

Firefighter
Freeman

Firefighter
Fortune
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LAST NAME
SHREWSBURY
BELLIAN
KRAUS
BRACCIA
ELLIOTT
PAROS
LINSKY
LANHAN
GOODWIN
ZDANOWICZ
MADAN
MARTINITIS
CUDO
MANDICH
SMITH
LANZARA
COSTANTINO
BAUMGARDNER
HORNYAK
PALUMBO
GVORA
PUIN
PRIMIANO
BOBINSKI
BAMBRICK
GVORA
BROYLES
BROCKWAY
FARON
SIMONIAN
SAYAVONGSA
DOWNING
ZIMMERMAN
LEOVIC
FREEMAN
BRETTRAGER
POWERS
FORTUNE
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FIRST
NAME
JOHN
MICHAEL
JOHN
MICHAEL
BRUCE
STEVE
DENNIS
JEFF
MICHAEL
THOMAS
BILL
CHRIS
JEFF
WILLIAM
JEFF
NICK
KEVIN
LAURA
MATT
MARK
JUSTIN
MICHAEL
MICHAEL
MATT
ROB
RYAN
ZACH
ALEX
KEITH
TERRY
OSKA
JUSTIN
THOMAS
AUSTIN
BENJAMIN
ROYAL

LANCE
JOHN

RANK /TITLE

RANK/TITLE

FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
ASST. FIRE
PARAMEDIC
CHIEF
FIRE CHIEF
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
CAPTAIN
PARAMEDIC
LIEUTENANT
PARAMEDIC
CAPTAIN
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
LIEUTENANT
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
LIEUTENANT
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
CAPTAIN
PARAMEDIC
LIEUTENANT
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIRE SAFETY INSPECTOR
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC
FIREFIGHTER
PARAMEDIC

SHIFT

YEAR

C-SHIFT
A-SHIFT
B-SHIFT
ADMINISTRATION

STARTED
1987
1989
1992
1992

ADMINISTRATION
B-SHIFT
C-SHIFT
A-SHIFT
B-SHIFT
A-SHIFT
C-SHIFT
B-SHIFT
A-SHIFT
C-SHIFT
B-SHIFT
C-SHIFT
A-SHIFT
ADMINISTRATION
B-SHIFT
A-SHIFT
C-SHIFT
B-SHIFT
C-SHIFT
A-SHIFT
B-SHIFT
A-SHIFT
C-SHIFT
C-SHIFT
B-SHIFT
ADMINISTRATION
A-SHIFT
B-SHIFT
C-SHIFT
A-SHIFT
C-SHIFT
B-SHIFT
A-SHIFT
B-SHIFT

1993
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
2001
2001
2001
2001
2002
2002
2002
2003
2003
2004
2007
2007
2007
2008
2009
2011
2012
2013
2014
2014
2014
2017
2017
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018

Service Anniversaries
CELEBRATING 1 YEAR
FF. AUSTIN LEOVIC
FF. BEN FREEMAN
FF. ROYAL BRETTRAGER
FF. LANCE POWERS
FF. JOHN FORTUNE
CELEBRATING 5 YEARS
FF. ALEX BROCKWAY
FF. KEITH FARON
FF. OSKA SAYAVONGSA
CELEBRATING 10 YEARS
FF. ROBERT BAMBRICK
CELEBRATING 15 YEARS
FF. MATT HORNYAK
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT LAURA BAUMGARDNER
CELEBRATING 20 YEARS
NONE
CELEBRATING 25 YEARS
CHIEF BRUCE ELLIOTT
CELEBRATING 30 YEARS
FF. MIKE BELLIAN

Promotions
NO PROMOTIONS

Retirements
NO RETIREMENTS
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The Mayfield Heights Fire Department currently operates out of one Fire Station, located
at 6154 Mayfield Road. Housed in our Fire Station are two fire engines, one 100’ aerial ladder,
two paramedic-equipped rescue squads, one command vehicle, and one paramedic supervisor
vehicle. These vehicles are in-service every day to serve
the citizens and visitors of our community.
The Fire Department operates on a three-shift
rotation, referred to as A, B, and C Shifts. Each shift has
one Captain, one Lieutenant (one shift has a floating
Lieutenant) and nine Firefighters. The total number of line
Firefighters is 34.
The Fire Department Administration staff consists
of the Fire Chief, Assistant Chief, Fire Administration
Executive Assistant, and a Fire Safety Inspector.

No promotions in 2019

No new hires in 2019
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2019
DEPARTMENT
STATISTICS
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▪

In 2019 the Mayfield Heights Fire Department responded to 4,322 calls for service.

o
o
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

3465 Rescue and Emergency Medical Service (EMS) related
857 Fire related

80.17% of overall call volume was Rescue and Emergency Medical Services
Calls increased 8.10 % from 2018 and up 17.10 % from 2017
Call increase over past 5 year 19.96%; past 10 years: 49%
The busiest month in 2019 was September
The busiest day of the week in 2019 was Friday
The slowest day of the week in 2019 was Sunday
The busiest hour of the day in 2019 was 1PM
The slowest hour of the day in 2019 was 3AM
Total property and content loss in 2019 were $152,715.00
1324 overlapping calls (30.63%) in 2019
Three (3) firefighter injuries from fires/EMS calls in 2019
The average years of service (per firefighter) is 14.4 years
Average response time from dispatch to arrival was 4:06 min
Average time spent on scene was 14.50 min
A-Shift responded to 1442 incidents
B-Shift responded to 1409 incidents
C-Shift responded to 1470 incidents
Administration responded to 1 incident
Fire service personnel training hours: 2,703
Emergency Medical Service (EMS) personnel training hours: 1,104
Incident cost per resident: .086 (based on 2018 estimated population of 18,606)

▪ Yearly cost per resident: (based on 2018 estimated population of 18,606): $372.11
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2019 Fire Department Budget vs. Actual
Description

2019 Approved
Budget (revised)
3,925,000.00

2019 Actual
Expenditures
3,960,952.18

1,858,100.00

1,854,222.85

Materials/Supplies

235,543.77

213,715.71

Contractual Service

238,956.39

146,501.74

Equipment/Improvement

870,420.84

718,973.00

39,356.85

39,282.46

$7,167,377.85

$6,923,647.94

Salaries
Fringe Benefits

Other Expenses
2019 Totals

-3.40 %

Past Actual Annual Expenditures
2016

$5,192,042.35

2017

$5,659,277.65

2018

$5,871,345.20

2019

$6,923,647.94
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# INCIDENTS

% of TOTAL

Fires

MAJOR INCIDENT TYPE

41

0.95%

Overpressure rupture, explosion, overheat - no fire

52

1.20%

Rescue & Emergency Medical Service

3465

80.17%

Hazardous Condition (No Fire)

150

3.47%

Service Call

107

2.48%

Good Intent Call

123

2.85%

False Alarm & False Call

381

8.82%

Severe Weather & Natural Disaster

2

0.05%

Special Incident Type

1

0.02%

4322

100.00%

TOTAL
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619
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TOTAL INCIDENTS
21

TOTAL PROPERTY
LOSS
$112,665.00

INCIDENT TYPE

TOTAL CONTENT
LOSS

TOTAL
LOSSES

AVERAGE
LOSS

$40,050.00

$152,715.00

$7,272.00

TOTAL LOSSES
(Sum of Property and Content Loss)

111 - Building fire
112 - Fires in structure other than in a building
113 - Cooking fire, confined to container
131 - Passenger vehicle fire
160 - Special outside fire, other
400 - Hazardous condition, other
441 - Heat from short circuit (wiring), defective/worn
743 - Smoke detector activation, no fire - unintentional

MONTH
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
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$59,725.00
$10,000.00
$7,450.00
$71,600.00
$2,040.00
$1,000.00
$400.00
$500.00

INCIDENTS
340
366
349
356
364
374
347
357
416
362
323
368

INCIDENTS
PER DAY
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
50
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COUNT
OF
DAYS
5
6
9
22
25
26
46
44
35
42
29
18
21
13
11
3
8
1
1

AID TYPE

TOTAL

% of TOTAL

Mutual aid received
Automatic aid received
Mutual aid given
Automatic aid given
None

96
7
52
3
4164

2.2%
0.2%
1.2%
0.1%
96.3%

HOSPITAL DESTINATION
Ahuja Medical Center

107

Cleveland Clinic Main Campus

6

Euclid Hospital

1

Hillcrest Hospital
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# TRANSPORTS

2309

Hillcrest Hospital Pediatrics

70

MetroHealth (Cleveland Heights)

2

MetroHealth Medical Center (Main)

1

Richmond Heights Hospital

1

University Hospital - Main Campus

11

The Mayfield Heights Fire Department bills patient’s insurance companies for transportation to
medical facilities. The funds received from EMS (Emergency Medical Service) billing are
distributed into the City’s General Fund. Listed below are the 2019 EMS billing totals.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total
Average Monthly
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$53,816,25
$54,935.36
$52,731.34
$58,906.19
$63,556.87
$57,951.25
$62,635.49
$58,396.09
$60,871.41
$69,092.70
$55,946.47
$61,046.58
$709,886.00
$59,157.17

2019
Fire Officers
&
Specialty Teams and Groups
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BY: ASSISTANT CHIEF MICHAEL BRACCIA
Operations/Information Technology/Grants:
This year the Mayfield heights Fire Department was, unfortunately, not able to secure any grants
from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), but we do have three previous grants
that need to be closed out this year. All monies from these grants have been allocated and the Fire
Department has met all of FEMA’s requirements. The grants will be closed out, ending our
obligation to FEMA, by March of 2020. The new air packs, coupled with the new breathing air
compressor system purchased with the grants, has greatly improved safety for the entire
department, as these air packs and the breathing air system meet or exceed all the National Fire
Prevention Association’s latest standards.

It has been about a year and a half since we received our new scheduling and daily calendar
software from Aladtec, and the implementation process went very smoothly. It is a cloud-based
system that allows our firefighters to check their schedules and make changes and updates on
multiple devices, including their smartphones, from anywhere they have a data connection. It is a
cloud-based system that allows our firefighters to check their schedules and make changes and
updates on multiple devices, including their smartphones, from anywhere they have a data
connection. We are now beginning to see the advantage of this modern software package. It has
streamlined our scheduling process and increased efficiency, thus reducing the time needed to
maintain the department’s schedule and freeing up time for more important duties.
Since 2007, all monthly EMS and NIFIRS report information has been uploaded to the State of
Ohio Fire Incident Reporting System, which tracks and confirms that the Fire Department is
compliant with all of the information required by the State of Ohio when filling out our Fire and
EMS reports. The Mayfield Heights Fire Department has always maintained an acceptance rate of
well over 99% on each of the initial monthly filings, and 2019 was no exception.
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BY: ASSISTANT CHIEF MICHAEL BRACCIA AND INSPECTOR TERRY SIMONIAN
Fire Prevention/Public Education
The Mayfield Heights Fire Department Fire Prevention Bureau consists of a full-time Fire
Inspector who is directly supervised by the Assistant Chief. The Bureau is charged with the
following duties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspecting all business occupancies for Fire Safety code compliance
Reviewing site plans prior to site approval from City Council
Plan review prior to building permits being issued
Certificate of occupancy inspections with the Building Department prior to the
issuance of a certificate of occupancy
Inspecting homes prior to adoptions (county requirement)
Inspecting prospective foster homes (county requirement)
Issuing yearly fire prevention permit

Witnessing a variety of system tests:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New underground fire line hydrostatic test
New sprinkler system hydrostatic test
New sprinkler system acceptance test
Sprinkler system yearly maintenance test
Pre-Action Sprinkler systems yearly maintenance test
Standpipe hydrostatic test (every five years)
New fire alarm acceptance test
Fire alarm yearly maintenance test
New hood system acceptance test
Hood system bi-yearly test
FM200 yearly system test
Yearly fire door drop test
Bi-annual C02 system test
Yearly HVAC smoke control test
Yearly HVAC duct smoke detector test
Yearly Foam system test
Witness fire and evacuation drills at our local schools and businesses

The Fire Prevention Bureau also works closely with the Mayfield Heights Building Department in
the review of building plans to ensure that all fire codes are followed during the installation of
sprinkler systems, alarm systems, extinguishers, exit pathways, etc.
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The Bureau is responsible for overseeing that all newly built and remodeled facilities comply with
all State of Ohio and National Fire Prevention Association codes and standards for fire protection
and suppression systems.
This year, the Fire Prevention Bureau witnessed or inspected the following, seeing to it that
corrective action was taken when necessary:
Fire Prevention Inspection Report
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Fire Alarm Tests
Fire Alarm System Acceptance
Test
Occupancy Inspection
Sprinkler Tests
Hood Suppression System Tests
Fire Door Confidence Test
HVAC Duct Detector Tests
Clean Agent System Tests
Standpipe Tests
Fire Safety
Inspections
Fire Pump Test
Underground Fire-line TestInspection

111

Total Fire Inspections

738

19
24
123
113
2
7
6
4
321
1
7

Public Education:
The Fire Prevention Bureau is also charged with
overseeing the Fire Department’s Public Education
programs. This year, the Fire Department continued its
public education program for adults, preschoolers, and
grade school age children.
As in past years, we have implemented the well-respected
fire safety education program for preschoolers called “Play
Safe! Be Safe!” with the aid of the University Hospitals
Safe Kids of Greater Cleveland agency. The program was
developed over twenty years ago by child development and
fire safety specialists to help fire departments and other fire safety educators effectively teach fire
safety to preschool children. The program is taught one day per week for four weeks by a member
of the Fire Department and then reinforced on the remaining four weekdays by the preschool
teacher.
This year, Firefighter Ryan Gvora has
volunteered to take the lead in our Pre-school
through third grade fire education program,
including our “Play Safe! Be Safe!” Program,
and thus far, he has done an outstanding job!
The Fire Prevention Bureau once again
participated in the annual Safety Town
courses given over six weeks in the summer.
The children participated in various fire
safety lessons including “Stop! Drop! And
Roll!”, “Crawl Low Under Smoke!” As well
as learning the importance of E-D-I-T-H
(Exit Drills in The Home). The highlight of
each day is at the end of the session when the
children get to check out the fire engine and
use a real fire hose to “throw” some water!
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BY: CAPTAIN MICHAEL GOODWIN
2019 was an exciting year for the Fire
Department, as we took delivery of a new
Sutphen fire engine in August. The new fire
engine has been placed in front-line service and
replaces our 1989 Pierce fire engine. The
previous front-line engine, a 2004 E-One, is now
the reserve engine. This type of apparatus is
generally referred to as a “pumper” and has a life
span of approximately 30 years: 15 years as
front-line, and 15 years as a reserve. The rotation
and replacement of vehicles is vital to maintain a
dependable fleet of apparatus to serve the community. The new engine is a 2019 and was
manufactured in Columbus, Ohio by the Suthpen Corporation. The new engine was built to the
specifications outlined by the governing body of the fire service, The National Fire Protection
Agency, otherwise referred to as NFPA. The new engine allows us to operate with the most up to
date safety features available. The fire engine’s onboard water tank carries 750 gallons of water
and is capable of pumping 1500 gallons of water per minute. Along with a great deal of new
equipment, the fire engine is equipped with an onboard foam system which aids in the
extinguishment of some of the more stubborn fires that are encountered.
Once we received delivery of the engine, all tools and equipment were
professionally mounted by the Sensible Products Company in nearby
Richfield, Ohio. This added feature and service was provided by
Sutphen and included in the purchase price of the fire engine.
In addition to the fleet of vehicles owned by Mayfield Heights, we house one of the vehicles that
is part of the East Tech Rescue Team. East Tech Rescue is a
multijurisdictional team specializing in all types of technical rescue.
In November of 2019, the team took delivery of a 2019 Ford F-550
which replaces an obsolete 1986 Ford F-8000. This vehicle will
serve the team primarily as its confined space equipment truck.
Good vehicle maintenance is crucial to ensure our fleet remains at
the ready to serve the community of Mayfield Heights. All vehicles undergo a routine daily check.
In addition to the daily check, each vehicle undergoes a thorough inspection, once weekly. All
vehicles must be maintained to the standard set forth by the National Fire Protection Agency
(NFPA 1911). This standard encompasses the inspection, maintenance, and testing of in-service
fire apparatus.
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Vehicle repairs are completed both in-house, by fire department personnel, and by outside vendors.
Outside vendors are often used because they possess the necessary certifications outlined in NFPA
1911.
The most important aspect of vehicle maintenance is preventative maintenance, which includes
regular oil and filters and lubrication. Preventative maintenance also includes regular maintenance
and inspection of electrical and charging systems. The often-overlooked aspect of preventative
maintenance is daily car/truck washing, periodic waxing, and the daily cleaning of the interior.
All fire apparatus with onboard fire pumps must undergo an annual pump test. Pump testing
ensures that all fire pumps are pumping effectively as outlined by their specifications.
In addition to pump testing, all fire department ground ladders and the aerial ladder must undergo
annual testing. The annual ladder testing is completed by an outside vendor due to the need for
specialized equipment, training, and certification. All components of the ladder are tested and
inspected to ensure they remain compliant with NFPA 1932, the standard for fire department
ground ladders.

Vehicle

Number

Year

Manufacturer

Fire Engine (primary attack)
Fire Engine (Reserve)
Aerial Ladder Truck (100 ft)
Rescue Squad (First out)

511
512
521
543

2019
2004
2000
2016

Rescue Squad (Second out)
Rescue Squad (Reserve status)

541
542

2009
2005

Officer Command Vehicle
Fire Chief Car
Assistant Chief Car

550
551
552

2014
2015
2008

EMS Chase Vehicle
Fire Prevention Vehicle

553
554

2016
2010

Utility Pick Up Truck
Heavy Rescue Truck (Regional)

571
586

2012
2019

Sutphen Corp
Emergency One (Eone)
Emergency One (Eone)
Lifeline on International Terrastar
Chassis
Lifeline on Ford Econoline Chassis
Lifeline on International Navistar 4300
Chassis
Ford Interceptor SUV
Ford Interceptor SUV
Ford Interceptor SUV (Replacement
on order)
Ford Interceptor SUV
Ford Interceptor SUV (Replacement
on order)
Dodge Ram 2500 4x4
Ford F550 Quad Cab
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Engine 511
2019 Sutphen

Engine 512
2004 E-One

Ladder 521
2000 E-One

Squad 543
2016 Terrastar

Squad 541
2009 Lifeline

Squad 542
2005 Lifeline

Command 550
2014 Ford Explorer

Medic Chase Car 553
2016 Ford Explorer

Heavy Rescue Truck 586
2019 Ford F550 (regional)
20
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Utility Truck 571
2012 Dodge Ram 2500

BY: CAPTAIN MARK PALUMBO
The Mayfield Heights Fire Department is dedicated to having highly skilled firefighters to respond
to the needs of the community. This is accomplished by providing extensive training throughout
the year on a weekly basis to all members of the department. Some of the topics covered during
training are self-contained breathing apparatuses, fire apparatus engineer, deploying hose lines,
ventilation and auto extrication. Along with the training provided at the fire department, many of
our members also attend outside classes through different organizations. Some topics covered
during these training classes are technical rescue operations, fire inspection and code enforcement,
and many fire officer classes.
The Training Division is responsible for coordinating and
scheduling the majority of department training. All suppression
personnel must receive initial training and skills must be
continually maintained. The maintenance of firefighter skills is
done through in-service training, accomplished in a variety of ways
including outside instructors, company level training, online webbased computer training, and multi-departmental drills. Personnel
are also sent to conferences and classes outside of the department
for specialized training. Training operates in compliance with
requirements established by the Ohio Fire Academy and the
standards of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA). As
standards change, training programs, records, and policy must be continually evaluated and
updated to remain in compliance. When Mayfield Heights firefighters are not responding to calls
for service, much of their time is spent training. The Department strives to make training an
essential component of our firefighters’ daily routine, so they are prepared to manage and respond
to all types of emergencies.
Fire training was obtained daily on the shift level, which included business inspections and
building familiarization along with scenario-based discussion about firefighting strategy and
tactics. Larger-scale drills were held on a monthly basis incorporating classroom education,
demonstration, hands on manipulation, and scenario-based situations. Firefighting training is also
obtained outside of the department by area experts and colleges that members of the department
attend.
The total training hours attended by fire department personnel amounted to 1,705. Areas of training
include forcible entry into structures, ventilation of both commercial and residential buildings,
auto extrication and rescue, incident command and accountability, search and rescue, and
hazardous materials identification and control, along with many other areas throughout the year.
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Mayfield Heights has many large mercantile, business, and commercial occupancies throughout
the city. These structures present unique and very different challenges when compared to a
residential fire. So, what is different in a commercial structure as compared to a single-family
home? Obviously, the types of construction and building features will pose different challenges,
and the internal spaces we are dealing with are larger–much larger. We are generally
knowledgeable about small compartment fires – i.e. house and apartment fires. Knowing how fire
behaves in larger spaces, in void spaces, and in various attic spaces is information we should have
before the fire starts. We were able to take the rare opportunity to conduct live training in the old
Midas commercial property located on Mayfield Road. At this property, we were able to conduct
large area search drills, hose advancement, downed firefighter rescue and ventilation of large areas,
just to name a few.
The Ohio Fire Academy-Fire
Behavior Lab brings live fire into the
classroom and demonstrates the
destructive force and power fire has
utilizing the mobile flashover trailer.
This trailer was parked at the
baseball
fields
and
allowed
department
members
and
neighboring departments to utilize
this great opportunity. Inside the
trailer, controlled fires were lit which
allowed firefighters to watch smoke
and flame production as well as
experience different levels of heat
stress on the body. Additionally, firefighters learned the importance of their personal protective
firefighting gear and self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA). This served as a great
opportunity since the department was awarded a federal grant to purchase new SCBA’s and
members were able to utilize several brands to see which one best fit the needs of its members.
With the purchase of the new SCBA’s the department conducted hands on training to ensure proper
usage of the units as well as meeting national standards.
In 2019 the department received a new fire engine. This
new apparatus came with new systems and equipment
allowing the department to better responded to all types of
emergencies within the city and to our mutual aid partners.
The new Sutphen engine has a foam system that allows the
department to use a foam concentrate mixed with onboard
water to use at fires for quicker suppression, therefore
lessening the damage caused by both fire and water.
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Additionally, the new engine was outfitted with new equipment. Some pieces of new equipment
members trained on include airbags, vertical stabilizers and a combination extrication tool. With a
major highway, I-271 this equipment allows us to better respond to vehicle accidents. The airbags
and vertical stabilizers allow us to adequately stabilize a vehicle in any position found while we
work to rescue or extricate a victim form the vehicle. Additionally, the combination tool which is
battery operated allows for quick deployment is extrication (cutting/spreading of vehicle
components) is needed.
The department also had the great opportunity to utilize the large house at the corner of Lander
Road and the entrance to Cornerstone Church for training. Cornerstone Church allowed the
department access to this structure for training prior to its demolition. At this location, members
of the department reviewed hoseline operations for residential fires, search for victims, ventilation
techniques, and firefighter rescues. The department trained at this location for a period of two
weeks; as well as allowing fire explorers from the high school program to do hands-on evolutions.
These evolutions allowed the explorer cadets the opportunity to conduct actual hands-on training
pertaining to the fire service.
The Mayfield Heights Fire Department has consistently provided high-quality training within a
system that supports a cooperative and interactive learning environment, conducive to the needs
of its career members of our organization. Consistent and unified instruction of this type, that
unites our members in a constructive training atmosphere is a critical component of the overall
safety and operational efficiency of our department. We will continue to set the highest standards
in training our members to continue meeting the challenges that emergencies bring and responding
appropriately with professionalism and excellence.
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BY: LIEUTENANT JUSTIN GVORA
The Mayfield Heights Fire Department had another record year for their Emergency Medical
Services (EMS). EMS accounted for 80% of all Mayfield Heights Fire Department runs in 2019.
The Mayfield Heights Fire Department continued staffing of 36 shift firefighters and fire
administration that all maintain a State of Ohio Paramedic Licensure. Our firefighter/paramedics
responded to 4,322 calls, of which 3,465 were EMS related. Of the 3,465 EMS calls, 2,508 patients
were transported to the hospital. 97% of transports were taken to Cleveland Clinic’s Hillcrest
Hospital.
The FF/Paramedics of Mayfield
Heights Fire Department are trained to
respond to all types of medical
emergencies that happen to any age.
The leading causes of EMS related
emergencies in 2019 include acute
pain, respiratory problems, falls,
general weakness and cardiac related
issues. The leading age range of
medical emergencies occurs between
the ages of 71-80. Like previous years,
females account for about 60% of EMS calls in The City of Mayfield Heights. During these
emergencies our paramedics have the ability to administer over 30 different types of medications.
These medications are used to treat medical issues that range from pain management to life
threatening cardiac emergencies. Our paramedics administered medications 1,052 times
throughout 2019.
In 2019, Mayfield Heights Fire Department switched to a regional protocol. In previous years, the
department operated a protocol solely based on the medical direction of the Cleveland Clinic. The
new system uses the collaboration of multiple hospital systems in northeast Ohio to ensure the
highest level of emergency care while maintaining consistency in best practices across the region.
The new protocol consists of nearly 100 guidelines to follow that pertain to a multitude of medical
issues. The Mayfield Heights Firefighters are responsible for learning and using these guidelines
to provide a high level of emergency medical care. The protocols include pediatric, respiratory,
trauma, shock, and cardiac emergencies.
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2019 was a year of many accomplishments for the Mayfield Heights Fire Department. The most
notable was being the recipient of the state’s height honor, the EMS Star of Life Award. On May
22, 2019, the Mayfield Heights Fire Department members traveled to Columbus to receive this
award. The EMS Star of Life Awards recognize outstanding achievements and honors those in
Ohio’s EMS system whose accomplishments rise above the day-to-day excellence of the system.
Each day in Ohio, EMS providers save lives and perform countless
noteworthy acts of caring, kindness, and service to their
community. This award is a tribute to those individuals and
organizations whose overall contributions go beyond their basic
duties and responsibilities and who represent the finest traditions of
our profession. The Awards Selection Panel evaluated nominations based upon achievement of
excellence in areas of patient care and outstanding service to their communities. The EMS Star of
Life Awards are presented by the Ohio Chapter of the American College of Emergency Physicians,
the State Board of Emergency Medical, Fire, and Transportation Services, and the Ohio
Department of Public Safety, Division of Emergency Medical Services. Recipients of the award
were: FF Thomas Zdanowicz, FF Ryan Gvora, FF Kevin Costantino, and Lt. Jeff Lanhan.

The Mayfield Heights Fire Department also received a challenge coin for
an incident in November of 2019. The Cleveland Clinic Challenge Coins
are awarded for those persons that have performed acts of heroism and/or
performed to the best of their ability and which helped save life or limit
mortality whether on or off duty. They are awarded to the Fire or EMS
provider that was involved in an act of bravery or who shows initiative and
capability in order to save another human life. Recipients of the award
were: FF Thomas Zimmerman, FF Zach Broyles, FF Alex Brockway, FF Bill Madan, FF Michael
Primiano, Lt. Bill Mandich, Lt. Justin Gvora.
Education and training are an essential part of our daily duties at the Mayfield Heights Fire
Department. Paramedics are under the medical direction of Dr. James Sauto of the Cleveland
Clinic. Hillcrest Hospital provided continuing education on the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Protocol Review
EMS Trauma Review
LVAD, Cardiomyopathies
Pediatric Cases
Trauma: Then and Now
High Performance CPR
STEMI
Stroke Assessment-MENDS
ACLS Review
EMS Jeopardy
Geriatric Trauma
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Mayfield Heights Fire Department also started an area-wide continuing education series in 2019.
Upwards of 150 area firefighters attended the monthly training. Topics for the training included:
Can’t Miss EKG’s, Care of the Critically Ill Burn Patient, Ethics of the Incarcerated and DNR
Patients, and Medical Examiner Case Review. Seven members were also sent to the Metro
Lifeflight Trauma Symposium and Northeast Ohio Trauma Symposium. The Fire Department had
a total of 1,104 hours of continuing education hours in 2019.
In March of 2019 all 34 firefighters received a certification in Pediatric
Advanced Life Support (PALS). The certification is issued by the American
Heart Association. PALS reinforces the important concepts of a systematic
approach to pediatric assessment, basic life support, PALS treatment
algorithms, effective resuscitation, and team dynamics. The goal of the PALS
course is to improve the quality of care provided to seriously ill or injured children, resulting in
improved outcomes.
Education to the community is also a large part of the Emergency Medical System. Over 150
community members and employees were trained in CPR by Mayfield Heights Fire Department’s
five American Heart Association instructors. CPR training also included the classes with the
Wildcat Fitness Center, pool lifeguards, and camp counselors. Classes will remain on the second
Wednesday of each month. With the assistance of neighboring departments, the Mayfield School
District staff was educated on the Stop the Bleed program. This course is designed to teach
bystanders how to manage life threatening injuries as a result of serious trauma. The department
also had the opportunity to work with some of the senior living facilities on the recognition of
common medical emergencies. The fire department worked closely with the Community
Emergency Response Team (CERT). The team was trained in medical operations through the
FEMA curriculum, which includes the management of life-threatening emergencies, triage, and
disaster training.
Mayfield Heights participates in the Cardiac Arrest Registry to Enhance Survival (CARES)
database. CARES enable communities to compare patient populations, interventions, and
outcomes with the goal of identifying opportunities to improve quality of care. The database will
also help measure the effectiveness of our response systems and assess the impact of interventions
with the ultimate goal to improve survival rates. The first area that was looked at with nearly two
years of data was the bystander rate of CPR. The City of Mayfield Heights has bystander CPR
rate of 37%. Although this number is slightly above the national average, we believe this is still
room to improve. One initiative in 2020 is to work closely with our dispatchers on how to
encourage more callers to start this life saving skill. The Mayfield Heights Fire Department will
continue to improve on the quality of care the residents will receive. Mayfield Heights Fire
Department will continue a leader in Northeastern Ohio for emergency medical services and will
continue the education and training necessary to better serve the community.
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BY: LIEUTENANT CHRIS MARTINITIS
Car seats:
In 2019, the fire department helped install 30 Car seats. We currently have
one certified technician at the Fire Department. Road injuries are the leading
cause of preventable deaths and injuries to children in the United States.
Correctly used car seats can reduce the risk of death by as much as 71% .
More than half of car seats are not used or installed correctly.

Turnout Gear/Uniforms:
In 2019, the Fire Department purchased new 5.11 Hi visibility
parkas. These coats replaced squad coats that were over 10 years old.
The new coats are bloodborne pathogen resistant, waterproof, and
reflective. The biggest change from the old coats is the reflective
material used. These coats are Class 3, which means they exceed the
requirement of high visibility material apparel which we must have
for traffic safety. In Mayfield Heights, this visibility helps protect
our firefighters when operating on busy roads like Mayfield and I 271.
Pre Plans:
In 2019, preplans were completed for Sherwin Gilmore party center, Atlas Cinemas, and
Staybridge suites. Each one of these occupancies is unique in the hazards that the Fire Department
could encounter. All three have a high life-safety hazard due to the volume of people at any given
time. These preplans are helpful in many ways. They identify building construction, fire protection
equipment, and points of entry and egress. The data collection process is also very helpful to
probationary firefighters who may not be familiar with the occupancy. This collection process
gives firefighters the chance to walk through the building and become familiar with the layout, as
well as any hazards. It is always easier to identify hazards in a non-emergency setting for
everyone’s safety.
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BY: LIEUTENANT WILLIAM MANDICH

COMMUNICATIONS:
In the area of communications, the Fire Department is up to date with the most current technology
available. The Fire Department operates with the 7x MARCS (Multi-Agency Radio
Communication System) IP system. This system is designed to allow communications between
different agencies such as other fire departments, police departments, Sheriffs, and Metro Life
Flight, as well as many other agencies across the state.
All of the communications equipment for the Fire Department is in good working condition and
meets all current safety guidelines. The radio equipment is some of the most valuable equipment
that the department uses. The department uses handheld portable radios and mobile radios
mounted in the vehicles, manufactured by Motorola.
In 2019, the Fire Department updated the entire
communications fleet and purchased all brand-new mobile
radios and portable radios. The previous radio models were no
longer being supported by Motorola. Also new to the
department in 2019, portable radio chargers were installed in
every vehicle to help ensure radio dependability and help with
portable battery longevity. Annually, the Fire Department
purchases ten new portable radio batteries to help maintain
battery efficiency. All of the department radio equipment is
inventoried yearly.
In January 2019, the department radio fleet was reprogrammed
and upgraded with a new Cuyahoga County radio template that
will help provide efficiency in radio communications
throughout the county, including interoperability with
Cleveland and Parma communications systems.
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SMOKE DETECTOR PROGRAM:
The Smoke Detector Program continues to be a success for
the Fire Department. With funds obtained through a fire
prevention grant, the department was able to purchase a
supply of photoelectric smoke detectors. This type of
detector comes highly recommended throughout the fire
service, with several tests and studies completed to support
that recommendation. Photoelectric detectors have been
shown to detect slow smoldering fires faster than ionization
smoke detectors and have been shown to cut down on
nuisance alarms often caused by cooking. Installations of
the detectors are completed by Fire Department personnel, usually once a month, often on the last
Saturday of each month. Every city resident is allowed up to three detectors to be installed. The
goal of the installation is to give protection to each level of the residence, with special attention
given to means of egress, specifically stairways, and protection of the sleeping areas. The
installations are scheduled through the department Administrative Assistant, Laura Baumgardner.
In 2019, the Fire Department installed 96 photoelectric smoke detectors throughout the city. To
help ensure continued smoke detector operation, the Fire Department conducts free battery
replacement upon the requests of our residents, so in 2019, the Fire Department also replaced over
150 9-volt batteries. On top of the grant money received, the Fire Department helps to supplement
the Smoke Detector program with generous donations from local businesses, with those donations
being used to maintain an inventory of batteries. In 2018, the city service department helped the
Fire Department obtain a substantial amount of 9-volt batteries to assist with smoke detector
battery replacement.
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RESIDENTIAL LOCK BOXES:
The Fire Department Lock Box program continues to be a success.
Residential Lock Boxes are secure, residential key-safes that can only be
accessed by first responders on the Fire Department. These units are
installed by a home's entrance, by Fire Department Personnel, and give our
residents peace of mind knowing that their property and loved ones are
protected. Keys and medical cards can be stored at the entrance of a home
in order to avoid potential delay and damage to property when the
department is responding to emergencies.
In 2019, the Fire Department installed 35 residential lock boxes throughout
the city.

NEW RECRUIT TRAINING:
In 2019, there were no new hires to the department. The
new recruits from 2018, Austin Leovic, Ben Freeman,
Royal Brettrager, Lance Powers, and John Fortune, all
successfully completed their probationary period. All the
new recruits enter the department as probationary
firefighters, and immediately begin an 18-month training
program tailored toward getting these new members
familiar with the Fire Department operations and
expectations.
The probationary firefighter training
program is filled with objectives that the new recruits must
complete within those 18 months in order to progress to the
next class of firefighter on the department. The training
program consists of numerous inventories, hours of drivers
training, routine equipment operation and checks, and
hours and hours of training and observation. At the end of
the program, it is expected that every recruit has a firm
understanding of the city in general, have a firm understanding of the department operations, and
have a firm understanding of every single piece of equipment and vehicle that the department has.
The recruits must complete their training manual, must pass a written exam, and must properly
perform required certain skills at the end of the 18-month period.
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BY: LIEUTENANT JEFF LANHAN

FIRE HYDRANTS:
The Fire Department maintained a total of 988 fire hydrants
in 2019. The Fire Department is currently following
Cleveland Water hydrant flushing procedures in order to
prevent any hydrant or property damage. All hydrants are
inspected, operated, and maintained annually by flushing,
lubricating, and checking each one for proper operation. All
fire hydrants are also visibly inspected for damage and
proper drainage. Hydrants that do not drain properly are
pumped dry to prevent freezing.
Fire hydrants that are found to be damaged and non operational are placed out-of-service and reported to the
Cleveland Water Department for repair or replacement.
Out-of-service hydrants are marked with a placard that
identifies that this hydrant is out-of-service. Fire personal
will now know, in case of a fire, that this hydrant is not
operational. New for 2019 is a message board that shows all
of the hydrants that are currently out-of-service. The board is located in the fire department lobby.
In 2019, the Fire Department continued to maintain good working relations with Cleveland Water
and several out-of-service hydrants were replaced this year.
Our relationship with the Mayfield Heights has helped to
identify hydrants that become out-of-service due to accidents
or water main issues. It also helps us with keeping the hydrants
looking good and in good working condition. We are now able
to divide the painting into three sectors as service department
paints one sector every third year. With a good hydrant
program, early detection of any issues with the hydrants can
be addressed before an emergency occurs. This allows the Fire
Department to perform at the highest level.
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FIRE HOSE:
The Fire Department tested 2400 feet of 5-inch hose, 800
feet of 3-inch hose, 2250 feet of 2-1/2 and 2000 feet of 1-3/4
fire hose. Testing is performed to the manufacturer/NFPA
standard. These pressures are found on the fire hose itself,
all hose tested in 2019 did pass hose testing.
Hose testing takes place June through August, to be
completed no later than August 31. All Fire hose is
inspected for any damage or wear and tear. Any damage or
excess wear and tear should be repaired or replaced at that time. Each shift is responsible for
inspecting and testing an equal amount of hose. This year we did not have any hose that needed to
be repaired or replaced.
New in 2019 was the purchase of a state-of-the-art piercing nozzle. With this new nozzle, we will
be able to reach fires in confined spaces, basements, attics, and engine compartments. All while
working under the safest conditions possible.
.
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SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:
In an effort to maintain the small tools that are carried on
each truck, each shift is assigned one specific truck and
required to maintain all of its hand tools. This method
enables the department to split the workload evenly
between each shift and provides the opportunity to track
which shift maintained a specific tool and what
maintenance was required or performed. As needed, each
tool is sanded, painted, and oiled. In 2019, with the
purchase of the new engine, we have added several new
pieces of equipment. The new equipment was well
researched before purchasing so
we were confident that we were
getting the best and most proven
tools on the market today.
The power tools are maintained on a weekly basis, ensuring that the tool
is clean, well lubricated, and starts easily. The fuel level must be full at
all times and all oils must be maintained at a full level. Each tool is also
visually inspected for any excessive
wear and tear. With the purchase of the
new engine, we purchased heavy
lifting bags, heavy duty stabilizing
bars,
and
a
battery-operated,
multipurpose extrication tool, along
with several high-power battery-operated scene lights and a new
state of the art multi-gas meter.
With the purchase of the new equipment, this will allow our
crews to perform at the highest level while working under the
safest conditions.
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BY: FIREFIGHTER JEFF CUDO/NICK LANZARA
SCBA:
This year, three Firefighters and one Lieutenant were
approved to attend a SCBA specialist course. The specialist
course was an eight-hour class that was held by Warren Fire
Equipment. Last year, the fire department purchased all new
SCBA’s and this specialist course taught the four attendees
how to properly assemble and disassemble the Scott air packs
for repairs and cleaning. This is especially helpful after fires
to properly clean the packs and make sure they are in perfect
working order. Also, having four specialists ensures that each
shift has someone available should a pack need attention. The
specialist designation is only one level below a technician and
allows the specialist to work on everything besides the
electronics of the packs. Having personnel on-site to do repairs saves money and reduces the time
that the pack might be out of service.
Breathing Air System:
The “in-house” breathing air compressor, air storage system, and
fill station were replaced in 2018 with 2017 FEMA grant
funding. This breathing air system replaced a 25-year-old system
which was funded from the Hillcrest Technical Rescue Team. The
technical rescue team now utilizes a mobile air trailer, which is
housed at the Lyndhurst Fire Department.
This new breathing air system is solely the property of the City of
Mayfield Heights but is available to be used by neighboring
communities in time of need. This system will be serviced by
Breathing Air Systems and the required air quality testing will also
be conducted by Breathing Air Systems.
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BY: TEAM LEADER, BC PATRICK KEHN
ASSISTANT LEADER RYAN PROCOP

Established 2017 (Heights/Hillcrest Merge)
Serving the Communities of: Beachwood, Cleveland Heights, Euclid, Gates Mills,
Highland Heights, Lyndhurst, Mayfield Heights, Mayfield Village, Pepper Pike,
Richmond Heights, Shaker Heights, South Euclid, University Heights, and
Willoughby Hills.

2019 was another successful year for our team. Our team provides
special rescue services to all of the eastern Cuyahoga County, as
well as the city of Willoughby Hills. The Heights-Hillcrest
Technical Rescue Team provides special rescue services in the
following disciplines; Rope Rescue, Confined Space, Trench
Rescue, Structural Collapse, and Water Rescue. The rescue team
is comprised of 70 specially trained firefighters from each of our
member communities. By utilizing this regional approach, the
team is able to provide specialized services that no one city could
provide by themselves. Our team’s specialized equipment is
housed on five Rescue Trucks, which are placed in fire stations
throughout our service area. The team provides reciprocal rescue
services to the Chagrin/Southeast communities in exchange for
their Hazardous Material response capabilities. In addition to
local training and emergency responses, the Heights – Hillcrest
Rescue Team works closely with the Ohio Region 2 USAR Team, the Ohio Region 2 Water Rescue
Team, and the SERT Team, which services the west side of Cleveland. Our teams’ annual budget
is $82,000, which is funded by contributions from our member communities. This funding is used
to maintain and improve our specialized equipment, as well as provide training for our team
members.
There was a total of 10 team call outs in 2019. These callouts involved six structural collapse
calls, three water rescue calls, and one call involving rope rescue. Our most memorable call was
a parachutist, who was stuck in a tree, approximately sixty feet in the air. During this year our
members worked diligently in purchasing a new Rescue Truck. This truck is housed in Mayfield
Heights and carries rope rescue, confined space rescue, and ice rescue equipment. This truck
replaced Truck 577, which was the original Hillcrest Rescue Vehicle.
Truck 577 was sold, and these funds were returned to our team.
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The team holds monthly training sessions for our team members which help maintain proficiency
with our technical skills. These trainings provide invaluable experience to our members and
assures that the team is always ready to respond to any situation for which we are called.
The Heights - Hillcrest Technical Rescue Team sponsors 96 hours of training a year and our
members are required to attend 75% of the trainings to remain an active team member. In 2019,
our members completed 3583 hours of monthly training. In addition to these scheduled drills,
team members participated in numerous outside training opportunities. Some of these outside
opportunities included swift water classes sponsored by our Region 2 water team, structural
collapse training in Virginia Beach, Advanced rope classes in Cleveland, dive rescue classes taught
by Dive Rescue International, and trench rescue classes in Michigan.
The Heights - Hillcrest Technical Rescue Team requires
that all of our members are certified as Rescue
technician’s, in all rescue disciplines, with the
exception of Rescue Diver. We continue in our efforts
to achieve this goal. The team currently has seven
Rescue Divers, and we are working on expanding this
pool. The team’s commitment to training allows our
members to operate safely, effectively, and efficiently
in extremely hazardous situations.
We appreciate the continued support of the Heights –
Hillcrest Fire Chiefs and will strive to provide exceptional services to the communities that we
serve. Without the full support of these Chiefs, none of this would be possible.
2019 Callouts:
04/20/19

Water Rescue

Willoughby Hills

05/05/19

Rope Rescue (parachute)

Troy

06/01/19

Water Rescue

Bainbridge

06/02/19

Structural Collapse

Chesterland

06/03/19

Water Assistance (CHPD)

Cleveland Heights

06/26/19

Structural Collapse

Mayfield Heights

07/07/19

Structural Collapse

Euclid

07/25/19

Structural Collapse

Richmond Heights

08/20/19

Structural Collapse

Euclid

10/25/19

Structural Collapse

Richmond Heights
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BY: DIRECTOR SHAUN LUTZ AND ASSISTANT TIM NELSON
The Hillcrest Regional Fire Investigation Strike Force welcomed three new cities on to the team
in 2019. The team is made up of 13 communities of highly trained fire investigators for the purpose
of determining the origin and cause of fires. The Fire Investigation Unit (FIU) has been in existence
since 1997 and currently has a 34-person roster.
In 2019, the unit responded to 12 requests for the Hillcrest Regional FIU investigations:
2/6/2019
3/2/2019
4/8/2019
6/4/2019
6/9/2019
7/1/2019
7/6/2019
9/14/2019
10/10/2019
10/30/2019
12/6/2019
12/24/2019

Richmond Heights FD
Lyndhurst FD
Euclid FD
Euclid FD
Richmond Heights FD
Lyndhurst FD
Cleveland Heights FD
Lyndhurst FD
Euclid FD
Euclid FD
Euclid FD
Lyndhurst FD

In 2019, the FIU group had guest speaker Jack Morgan present an 8-hour class on interview
techniques and detection of deception through interviewing. Jack is very well known in the Fire
investigation industry and the class was well attended by our members.
The Hillcrest FIU meets bi-monthly for 2 hours of case review and continuing education. This year
we were able to replace some tools and equipment that were no longer serviceable, and at the same
time the new equipment’s size and technology allow for a better fit to the new vehicle. The team
is looking into new technology and researching new practices to better our ability to detect the
origin and cause of fires when called upon.
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BY: DIRECTOR MARK VEDDER
Chagrin/Southeast Council of Governments

2019 Executive Board

President

William Koons

Mayor of South Russell

Vice President

William Tomko

Mayor of Chagrin Falls

Secretary

Edward Kraus

Mayor of Solon

Treasurer

Mark Cegelka

Mayor of Glenwillow

Fiscal Officer

John Veres

Glenwillow Village

Hazmat Director

Mark Vedder

Chagrin Falls Fire Department

Proudly Serving the Communities of:

Bainbridge
Twp
Beachwood
Bedford
Bedford Hts
Chagrin Falls
Cleveland Hts
Euclid
Garfield Hts
Gates Mills
Glenwillow
Highland Hts
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Highland Hills
Hunting Vy.
Lyndhurst
Maple Hts
Mayfield Hts
Mayfield Vil.
Moreland Hills
North Randall
Oakwood
Orange
Pepper Pike

Richmond Hts
Russell Twp
Shaker Hts
Solon
South Euclid
South Russell
University Hts
Walton Hills
Warrensville
Woodmere
NEORSD

Hazmat Team Organization and History
The Chagrin / Southeast Haz-Mat Response Team was formed in 1990 by the Chagrin/Southeast
Council of Governments to assist local fire departments in responding to incidents involving industrial
chemicals.
The team has since evolved into a regional asset which
responds 24/7 to incidents involving hazardous materials in
transportation, storage, and industrial facilities. In addition,
the team is responsible for responding with law enforcement
and bomb teams to incidents involving drug synthesis labs,
explosive labs, and potential terrorist incidents.
The team consists of 43 specially trained firefighters certified
as Hazmat/WMD Technicians. In addition, five of our
members are trained as Hazmat Specialist with intensive
training in Rail Tank Cars, and/or Highway Cargo Tanks.
Every Hazmat Team member has completed hundreds of
hours of training in chemical identification, instrumentation,
packaging, chemical and physical properties of materials,
chemical protective clothing, spill control, and fire control.
In 1995, the team also began responding to Confined Space
Rescues. The team purchased extensive technical rescue
equipment and conducted training of all its members to the Confined Space Rescue Technician level
to meet the challenge.
In 1999, prior to the events of September 11, 2001, the Chagrin/Southeast Haz-Mat Team began special
Domestic Preparedness training for response to terrorist incidents. All of our team members are
currently trained as WMD Technicians, and all of our team members have attended specialized federal
training centers to learn about response to terrorist bombings, chemicals weapon attacks, biological
weapons, and radiological attacks.
Since the terrorist attack of 2001, the focus of the team
has changed. More than half of our training and much
of our equipment is specific to terrorism response. Our
team members have adapted well to this challenge and
we, along with our other haz-mat teams of Northeast
Ohio. We have mutual aid agreements with Lake,
Portage, Summit counties, Westshore Hazmat, Southeast
Emergency Response Team and have close working
relationships with the City of Cleveland and Geauga
County Hazmat Team.
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We continue to exchange service with the Hillcrest Technical Rescue Team and the Heights Area
Special Rescue Team. We provide their communities with hazmat emergency response and they
provide our communities with technical rescue response.
This regional approach to hazmat and WMD response, as well as technical rescue, is cost-effective,
maintains a high skill
level, and ensures our
communities
are
ready to respond.
In 2010, our team
joined
with
the
Cleveland
Fire
Hazmat
Team,
Southwest
Emergency Response
Team
and
the
Westshore Hazmat
and Technical Rescue
Team to form a new
Cuyahoga
County
Type
1
Hazmat/WMD
Response
Team.
This team is made up
of select members of
each of the four teams who will respond to terrorism and large-scale incidents throughout the State of
Ohio.
In August 2010, the Ohio Hazmat Technical Advisory Committee conducted a Team Typing
verification visit to inspect the four county hazmat teams and newly formed Cuyahoga County Type 1
Hazmat/CBRNE Response Team and serve as one of the specialized terrorism response teams in the
Ohio Fire Emergency Response Plan.
The Chagrin/Southeast Hazmat Team was verified independently as an Ohio Type 2 Hazardous
Materials Response Team by the Ohio Hazardous Materials and Decontamination Technical
Advisory Committee. We are a regional response team for the Ohio Fire Emergency Response
Plan.

Current Operations:
Although the team is governed by the Chagrin/Southeast Council of Governments, the day-to-day
operations are run by the Hazmat Committee. It is comprised of the fourteen fire chiefs who serve
the region, as well as the team coordinator and representatives from hospitals, police departments,
and service departments.
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The team is staffed with cross-trained firefighter/paramedics with an interest in hazardous
materials and weapons of mass destruction emergency response. Each team member receives
extensive training and participates in monthly training. Most members also attend specialized
schools throughout the county each year.
When a fire department needs the special skills and equipment of the Hazmat Team, they contact
their dispatch center and the team is paged out. Various levels of response are available based
upon the product and the nature of the incident.
Team members use specialized detection and identification tools, including high tech meters and
instruments. They wear chemical protective clothing and “suits” to allow the option of offensive
tactics. They can utilize specially designed equipment for plugging, patching, neutralizing,
collecting, stopping, reducing, or mitigating the hazard of the incident.
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Date

Location and Nature of Incident
Garfield Heights: Odor Investigation

Type

01/11/19

Garfield Heights: Odor Investigation

HCO Scene

01/22/19

Mayfield Heights: Suspected Fentanyl Contamination

HCO Phone

03/23/19

Mayfield Heights: Discarded bulk chemicals

HCO Phone

04/04/19

Cleveland Heights: Suspicious package

HCO Scene

04/20/19

Solon: Anhydrous Ammonia leak

Full Team

04/28/19

Highland/Richmond Heights: Jet fuel leak County Airport

Full Team

04/30/19

Bainbridge Twp: Leaking propane cylinder

HCO Phone

05/06/19

Pepper Pike: Freon refrigerant leak

HCO Phone

05/16/19

Cleveland Heights: PCB oil spill

Full Team

06/08/19

Solon: Suspected Fentanyl Contamination

Limited Team

06/19/19

Solon: Formaldehyde spill

Limited Team

06/25/19

University Heights: Gasoline contaminated water

HCO Phone

07/11/19

Oakwood Village: Diesel spill

HCO Phone

07/12/19

Hunting Valley: POTUS Visit

Full Team SB

08/05/19

Garfield Heights: Gasoline spill

Limited Team

08/24/19

Bedford: Combustible solids found in house

HCO Phone

09/16/19

Richmond Heights: Suspected Meth Lab

HCO Phone

10/08/19

Garfield Heights: Chemical reaction in house, mixed chemicals

Full Team

11/12/19

Gates Mills: Chemical odor in house

HCO Scene

12/2/19

Brecksville: Mutual aid

HCO Phone

01/10/19
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HCO Scene

COMPLETED BY: PAT GREGORIC, TRAINING COORDINATOR

Tri Community CERT serves the communities of Mayfield Heights, Highland Heights and
Mayfield Village. Of 73 members listed on our roster, 47
members participated in at least one event or training during
the year. Our team devoted 1072 hours to training or volunteer
efforts. Our team logged 424 hours to training and 648 hours
to community service and outreach. The remainder of hours
(538) were devoted to board meetings, training preparation,
logistics, and administrative activities. We added seven new
members through our CERT Basic Training course. Two
applicants will be added when they make up a few of the
Basic Training classes with Quad City CERT. We also trained
and certified two members from Pepper Pike CERT.
Trainings included: nine modules of CERT Basic Training; Stop the Bleed; CPR; Opioid
lecture; and one member was sent to the National CERT Conference in San Diego.

Community Service volunteer events
included: Mayfield Village Rescue Task
Force Drill; St. Paschal’s Spring Fling;
Mayfield Village Cruise Night; Mayfield
Village Hops for Hunger Run; Mayfield
Heights Unity Days; Mayfield Village
Gazebo and Grove concerts; Mayfield
Village Fireworks; Mayfield Village Police
Dept. Open House; Highland Heights
Community Day; Mayfield Heights First
Responders’ Appreciation Night;
Cuyahoga County Whirlwind POD drill;
and Girls on the Run in Mayfield Village.
During our summer events our team
performed minor first aid on a few occasions. Mutual Aid was requested of our CERT team by
Pepper Pike CERT to help with traffic control during a gas main rupture at Lander Circle in
November.
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Supplies:
Our team purchased a generator to use
at nighttime events. Stop-the-Bleed kits
were procured and given out to
members that have attended Stop-theBleed training. Other supplies procured
were ponchos, replacement first aid
consumables, and additional supplies
for our newest members: flashlights;
polo shirts; tee shirts; and whistles.

Goals:
Continue the Rewards Recognition program started last year.
Continue training all members in “Stop the Bleed”.
Send 3-4 members to FEMA’s CERT Train-the-Trainer program.
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BY: JAMES MORONEY/JEFF SMITH/AUSTIN LEOVIC
In 2012, the fire departments of South Euclid and Lyndhurst
collaborated to create an Explorer Post and Mayfield Heights
Fire Department joined the post in 2013. Each community
provides members of the fire department who act as advisors,
helping to explain and teach the members of the post, different
aspects of firefighting and emergency medicine. “Exploring”
is administered and insured through the Boy Scouts of
America and was started to help young men and women, ages
14-21 to learn about many different occupations.
There is a great deal of preparation when choosing to pursue
a career in the Fire Service and exploring allows the
opportunity for our communities’ youth to develop an
understanding of the what is involved with the fire and EMS
career paths, while in a safe and nurturing environment. Over the last seven years, the advisors of
Post 1349 have planned out bi-weekly programs that work in conjunction with education that
members receive through area high schools’ Vo-Ed and ExcelTech courses in public safety. This encourages recruitment and
helps to encourage growth and maturity of our members. We
have had many members of Post 1349 who attend the Fire
Training Academy at Cuyahoga Community College as well as
EMT and Paramedic Training, and upon completion of their
coursework are certified by the State of Ohio.
Explorers progress through the post and are given both practical
and knowledge-based tests in order to be promoted to post
officer and work in leadership roles. Further, our mentorship doesn’t stop when our members reach
the age of 21. Advisors have acted as professional references for many of our explorers and
continue to advise them after they leave the post.
2019 brought many new changes to the post, including:
•

Working with all three Fire Chiefs to create an annual
operating budget of $4500.00 distributed evenly
across all three departments. This has allowed Post
1349 to provide members with dress uniform shirts
and ties and appropriate patch work for which the
explorers wear during parades and public events
representing the post and our departments.
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•
•
•

•

•
•

New helmets and gear bags were purchased to help identify explorers from on duty
firefighters and to protect the explorers’ turnout gear when not in the fire stations.
Post 1349 participated in and won the area Fire Explorers games hosted at Tri-C.
Two sets of children’s sized turnout gear were
purchased to be used when explorers assist with public
education courses to show young kids firsthand how
firefighters protect themselves in hazardous situations
and prevent any contamination issues with regular gear.
Three members successfully completed the Paramedic
course and passed their National Registry testing and
are now fully qualified. All three currently work parttime as firefighter/paramedics in some of our
neighboring communities.
One Alumnus to Post 1349 was hired as a full-time firefighter/paramedic with the
Willoughby Hills Fire Department.
Our advisors have presented an agenda to Brush High School counselors on the qualities
we are seeking in the public safety field, which will help encourage and promote growth
to the post.

We have a very diverse group of young men and women and we are looking forward to guiding
them into the public safety field.
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BY: DIRECTED BY FF. ZACH BROYLES
The Mayfield Heights Fire Department Honor Guard was established to represent the members
of its department, their families and the citizens that we protect and serve. This is accomplished
by utilizing the core values of our Fire Department:

Service, Professionalism, Honor/Pride, Integrity, Family, and Courage.
The mission of the Mayfield Heights Fire
Department Honor Guard is to serve as
representatives of the Fire Department at formal
occasions, as directed by the Fire Chief. The
Honor Guard projects a positive image of the
Department and its members by performing as a
well-trained professional team at local events.
The Honor Guard is dedicated to honoring fallen
firefighters, their families, and Department
members,
past
and
present.
Our Honor
Guard currently consists of 10 members. This year we
performed at the Mayfield Heights Memorial Day ceremony
and Unity Days parade, we were called upon to honor a
retired department and former council member and had the
privilege of presenting colors during a Cleveland Indians pregame ceremony. The Mayfield Heights Fire Department
Honor Guard recognizes the need to promote
professionalism, honor, and integrity. Honor Guard Members
give of their service and time to honor the long-standing
tradition of brotherhood in the Fire Service.
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BY: FF MATT HORNYAK/MICHAEL PUIN

The Mayfield Heights Professional Firefighters
Local 1500 is represented by 35 full-time
members who provide fire and EMS services to
The City of Mayfield Heights. Local 1500 was
chartered on January 19, 1964 when the fire
department had just 11 full-time members.
In addition to responding to over 4300 calls in
2019, the members of Local 1500 were very
active in the community, continuing to help
those in need throughout the year. The eighth
annual Night at the Races was yet another
successful event raising over $16,000 for
donations, making it one of Local 1500’s largest
to date. The funds raised were used in many
ways, including and not limited to $1,000 in
furniture for a child with cancer on Fruitland,
$500 toward Olivia’s Dream, $1,000 towards a
child’s heart valve surgery, and over $3,500 to
help three needy families over the holidays. Just
in holiday donations alone, Local 1500 crossed
the “$30,000 Donated” milestone this past season. Over Labor Day weekend, the union had
continued success with the MDA Fill the Boot campaign. Thanks
to the strong support of the community, we were able to raise over
$25,000.
While the primary job of our membership is to serve in the capacity
as firefighters and paramedics, Local 1500 truly values our
community and the people in it. It is always an honor when we can
give back to the community and plan on continuing these efforts in
the future.
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